TACKLE TEST

DOMINATING
POLE POSITION
With its Formula 1 pedigree, the new Century Eliminator
T1000 beach rod will take your breath away

Tested by Paul Fenech

Photography by Lloyd Rogers

CENTURY ELIMINATOR T1000
RRP: £624.95

C

entury Composites is the
world leader when it comes to
designing and manufacturing
top-end carbon beach rods.
The
Tyne
and
Wear
company has been doing it for years but,
unsurprisingly, the end product get better
and better with each new model. So, when I
heard news that the Eliminator T1000 was
finally available, I was more than excited to
get my hands on it.
Like me, Gary Pye, a cod angler and
manager of Sunderland’s North East Tackle
Supplies, has been a Century user for most
of his angling life. He actually pioneered
the inception of the Eliminator T1000, so
I thought it only fitting that I met up with
him on his home ground for a test run.
The beaches around Easington and
Hawthorn in County Durham are perfect
locations to put the Eliminator T1000
through some vigorous testing. Rocks, deep
water and a decent tide run are exactly what
are needed, but with the added chance of
guiding a cod through it all, it doesn’t get
any better.
I remembered the first time I used its
predecessor – the E1000 – and being blown

away by its sheer power. So I was a little
apprehensive this time around.
On the beach I thought I would sit for a
while and watch how Gary handled the rod
before I stepped up to the mark. He is a
fantastic caster who uses a relatively short
drop to load up and, at extreme speed, force
an immense amount of power from the rod,
which is totally the opposite of my style.
Having ditched his entire stash of beach
multipliers in favour of using fixed spools
loaded with braid, he took up position and
then let rip with his first cast. The result
really has to be seen to be believed.
I focused firmly on his load-up technique
and tried to study the rod’s reaction during
and after he hit it. He is, though, incredibly
quick and, if I’m honest, I don’t think any
other beach rod in the same class would
stand up to this treatment. This is obviously
credit to the technology Century has taken
years to develop. I could go on and try to
explain HPR resin, Autoclave, spread-towfabric and improved AT-T anti-twist, but
I’d rather tell you how the rod performs and
not how to actually make it.

Time it right
and your rig
will fly

“Century rods
get better and
better with each
new model”

Performing
a high swing
pendulum cast
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“After a while I was
finding the sweet
spot every time”
Gary Pye’s
powerful
short-drop cast

CENTURY T1000
KEY FEATURES
n Gearbox design butt gives progressive
action during the cast.
n Autoclave technology, where all air
bubbles are forced out of the blank.
n Spread Tow Fabric, as used in
Formula 1 carbon chassis development.
n Japanese shrink rubber on the butt
section and at the join for separation.
n Century sliding reel seat with integral
coaster, see picture below.
n Century partition rod bag, keeps each
section protected.

NEWS JUST IN…
At the time of writing, tournament caster
Jason Carter made two enormous casts of
296.05 yards and created two club and
court records using a standard factory
finished Century Eliminator T1000 at a
Suffolk Sportcast event in Ipswich.

INCREDIBLE
The time came for me to put myself on
the spot. I am what you might call an oldfashioned beach angler with my multiplier
reel fixed low down on the butt and loaded
with 18lb mainline and a 70lb shockleader.
On the subject of fitting the reel, the
Century sliding reel seat is good. Simply
position it and then tighten the integral
coaster to hold it firmly in place. A hardfoam sleeve at each end prevents sand, muck
and grit creeping behind it.
I’d heard somewhere that performing
a high-swing pendulum cast with this
14ft 10in rod might prove tough. So I did
the honourable thing and went for the longdrop and high swing first. Pulling the rod
through the loading process certainly takes
some doing, while digging the power out of
it requires extra speed as well as grunt. My
first cast was pathetic and best forgotten.
My next cast, though, was totally satisfying.
I let the sinker rise high above me and then,
turning into the power stroke, I attempted
to speed up, hoping the compression would
follow. And it did, sweetly. The rod basically
took over and punched my sinker seawards.
I have to confess that it does take some
getting used to, but after an hour or so I was
finding the sweet spot every time. Off-theground, flat arc and even simple overhead
thumps were all really good. Don’t get me
wrong, the Eliminator T1000 certainly
needs mastering, but if you’ve been fishing
rough ground for cod, huss, rays and hounds
for a while, you’ll get the better of it easily.
For such a rod, rated to cast 4-7oz, the
lightweight feel is incredible, which may be
down to the modern Fuji titanium K guides
that Century uses. They accommodate both
multiplier and fixed-spool reels, which is
great for Gary, who insists that using a shore
multiplier is a thing of the past for him.
Each time I watched him thump his baited
cod rigs out from our rocky terrain I was
totally impressed, because they were going
86

a long, long way – and that’s where another
super feature of this rod became evident.
While holding the rod, Gary was getting
bites each chuck and he would slightly push
the rod forward as soon as an enquiry was
registered through the braid to his fingers.
Okay, he was using braid, which registers
everything, but feeling a whiting tap through
the blank from such a long distance reassured
me that the tip is indeed good enough for
bite spotting – including tiny rattles.
Fish handling is again outstanding. I’ve
used powerful rods in the past that have led
to the hook pulling free when pressure is
applied. The T1000 didn’t, and when you
are constantly trying to avoid snags, every
now and again you do need to pull harder,
even with a hooked whiting. That can make
a big difference in a match situation when
just one of these fish can decide the result.
PAUL’S VERDICT
Where would you use it? High ledges, piers,
platforms and rocks with hard ground and
obstacles in front are where it will ultimately
shine the most. Even on a surf beach that has
a fish-holding feature at distance it would
be perfect.
Forget the price tag. Yes, I agree it’s hefty
but when you consider that the materials
used in its manufacture come straight out of
Formula 1, where cars are using the same in
their chassis for performance, it can hardly
come cheap.
It is a powerhouse of a rod with 21st
Century technology, but I didn’t find it
daunting at all. After an hour in my hands
I loved it. If you’re an angler who likes to
whack large baits a long way, into rough
ground for big fish, you’ll love it too. n
n To locate your nearest Century dealer, contact
Century Composites Ltd, 58-59 Hutton Close,
Crowther Industrial Estate, Washington, Tyne
& Wear NE38 0AH, tel: 0191 4168200.
Web: www.century.gb.com

TECH SPEC

The Eliminator T1000 uses Formula 1
materials in its powerhouse of a blank

Century’s adjustable winch fitting uses
a coaster to lock the reel in position

Japanese shrink rubber at the joint
helps to separate the two sections

Fuji titanium ‘K’ guides help to give the
rod a lightweight feel despite its power
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